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Prediction of Polymer Flood Performance
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This expen”mental and numerical study was
h.7F/O~ed ~CIestimate the incremental oil recovery~-. ,- .
by pattern polymer /looding in a CaIi/omia viscous-
oil reservoir. Results indicate that adding 2i’O-ppm
Kelzan to the norrna[ flood water will boost oi[
production by 42 percent (at 1 PV injected) and

wiII reduce water handling costs sharply. This
. . -:1/fl rln hnl.me.corresponds io ao. 35 incm?irieritd U.. { ~z. “u ~w. y,..-.

irfjected, taking into account the 30 percent pore
volume bank of polymer solution. The 28.6 percent
additional oil recovery predicted at 0.5 PV injected
yields a return of $4.60 incremental oill$l. 00

polymer injected.
The /ield predictions are based on (a) laboratory

measurements of polymer sol ut ion viscosity,

adsorption and dispersion upon displacement by
normal water in a sand representative o~ the
reservoir, (b) linear laboratory oil displacement
experiments using brine and polymer solution, and
(c) a numerica[ model developed to simulate linear
or five-spot polymer floods in single-layer or
stratified reservoirs.

The paper presents an analytical soiution to the
linear polymer flood problem, which provides a

.<-n] .n*Aol g=~ Qcheck on accuracy o/ the ztize,..-. .... . . .
quick estimate of additional oil recovery by

line-drive polymer floods. Tbe numerical model
developed indicates that additional oil recovery by
polymer flooding is sensitive to polymer bank size
and adsorption level and is insensitive to the extent
of dispersion active at the trai~ing edge o! the

polymer slug.

INTRODUCTION

The benefits of improving the mobility ratio,

&/Aw, on waterflood performance is weii
documented 1-8 and research on how best to effect
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this improvement has been considerable. Both

producers and chemicai manufacturers, spurred Gii
by the vast reserves of oil which will be otherwise
abandoned, have sought to resolve the problem.
Currently, two types of additives are being marketed
and field tested with promising results. Both
additives increase oil recovery by lowering the
mobility of the flood water, Aw. However, they
effect this lowering by distinctly different
~ec~2fl~~,T,~.

Mobility of the flood water is given by:

Hence, one may elect to either increase viscosity,
pw, or decrease effective permeability, kw. “Viscosity
can be increased by adding small amounts of a
water-soluble polymer. To be effective at the flood

front this additive should exhibit minimum adsorption
on he pore surfaces.

Polymers showing minimal ads orption are

generally a combination nonionic-anionic type. The
negative charge repels the clay platelets to reduce
adsorption and the nonionic portion provides the
brine tolerance required for reservoir applications.

A polymer of this type, Kelzan M, was chosen for
.Uh,~ stttdy. The a!ternate method of lowering

mobility is equally well known. s It consists of
adding to the flood water a polymer designed to
adsorb on the pore surfaces, thereby physically
reducing the available flow area.

This study was performed to estimate the
. . . --- -- --1 ,.,. -. /1 ,d”mc,

additional 011 recovery by pa~celu pwi}u1=, ..%..1..5
using Kelzan in a California viscous-oil reservoir.
Laboratory experiments were performed to estimate
polymer solution viscosity, adsorption and

dispersion upon displacement by normal injection
water. Waterflood and polymer flood oil recovery
curves were obtained for a laboratory core packed
with sand representative of the reservoir. A

numerical model was developed to simulate polymer
floods in linear or five-spot patterns in single-layer
or stratified reservoirs. An analytical solution to

the linear polymer flood problem was developed to
provide a quick estimate of incremental oil

obtainable by polymer flooding and to provide a
., t •h~ m tmer;ca] .rnod~!.cnecfr on the acctil=~y w. . . . A.....-..

------ .=
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Subsequent sections in this paper describe the
analytical solution, the numerical model, the

laboratory experiments and, finally, the predicted
incremental oil recoveries obtainable by polymer
S!ug injection irtro the reservoir.

ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF
LINEAR POLYMER FLOODS

The mathematical model fora linear polymer flood
consists of two equations expressing conservation

of mass of water and polymer:

af -~~ . . . . . . . . .. (la)
- ‘ax

a (fc) a(sc) + acs
= o[~ , (lb)

-Uax =#

where u =

/=
Aw =

s=
c.

c, =

volumetric total velocity, cu ft/sq ft-D

fractional flow of water, Aw/(Aw+ Ao)

water mobility, krW/Pw

water saturation

poiymer concentration, gm~cc

adsorbed polymer concentration, gin/cc
of pore space

Fractional flow ~is a function of saturation and
concentration. Assumptions inherent in Eqs. la and
lb or in their subsequent analytical solution are:

A. Dispersion of the concentration profile is
negligible.

B. Fluid and rock compressibilities may be
neglected.

C. The flood is isothermal.
D. Adsorption is effectively instantaneous at oil

displacement rates encountered in the reservoir.
E. Connate water is completely displaced, with

minimal or no mixing by the injected polymer water.
F: Wacek Viscosiru i= a fllnr-rinn Of --n--n*- *~--, -- - . . . . . . . . . . > “.. - - . ...-..”..

only. If it is dependent upon shear, then the
variation of shear rate through the linear system is
assumed negligible.

G. The adsorption isotherm is of negative
curvature as shown in Fig. 1.

co
POLYMERCONCENTRATION,C g/cc

FIG. 1 — POLYMER ADSORPTION ISOTHERM,

MARCH, 1971

H. Effects caused by oil-water capillary pressure

are negligible.
Assumption E is based in part on the work of

Brown,9 whose experiments showed a strong
@&ncy c@vart! ~i~ron d~~~ia~~rn.ent Qf ~fimm=r~. . .. ....-

water by injected water in a normal water flood.
Mungan et al, 6 observed in laboratory flow tests

the formation of a connate water bank ahead of the
polymer front. However, Jones7 observed in a field
pilot test the presence of polymer in the first water
produced, thus indicating no connate water bank
formation ahead of the polymer front.

For the above assumptions and the case of

continuous polymer water injection, Eqs. 1a and lb
can be solved analytically using the method of
characteristics and shock discontinuity theory.
This analytical solution is illustrated here in the

context of examples. Fig. 2 shows laboratory
measured water-oil relative permeability curves for
a 6,000-md unconsolidated, Nevada sand represen-
tative of a California viscous-oil reservoir. Fig. 3
shows the water fractional flow curves for the
cases of normal water, p ~ = 1 cp, and polymer

Lo
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FIG. 2 — RELATIVE PERMEABILITY CURVES. 6.000-
MD SAND.
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FIG. 3 — FRACTIONAL FLOW CURVES WITH AND
WITHOUT POLYMER
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-c<– -.:.._
water with an apparent or erIecLIV~ pw = > ~p. Ql!
viscosity is 34 cp and connate water saturation is
0.168.

We will first illustrate the solution for the case
of an inirial connate water saturation in the linear
sand. Fig. 4 shows the water saturation and polymer
concentration profiles after injection of 0.1 PV of
polymer water. The saturation profile exhibits two
discontinuities at XDl and XD2 as noted on Fig. 4.

The discontinuity xD ~ travels at a rate

dxD1 fa
—=— . . . . . . . .. (2)

dI sa+b

where xD =

L=

1=

b=

x/L

length of rhe linear sand

pore volumes warer injected, qt)L +

c ~ax/Co (Fig. 1)

polymer feed concentration

of /a, Sa correspond to Point a on the

co =
The values
polymer water fractional flow curve shown in Fig. 3
and are determined by drawing a tangent to that
fractional flow curve from a point located b units to
the left of the origin on the water-saturation axis.
An adsorption level of b = 0.15 was used in the
tangent construction shown.

The polymer water concentration profile is sharp
as shown on Fig. 4, and its leading edge travels at
the rate given in Eq. 2.

A connate water bank forms ahead of the polymer
water and the “strength” Sb of this bank is given
by the intersection of the above described tangent
with the normal water fractional flow curve (Fig. 3).
‘l%:. -.--m.- -.nt~. Lamb fr~n~ ~~av~]~ with Ve!OCity1 ii. = L,”,,,, a.- “- -. . . .. ..

dXD2= ‘b- ‘i= ‘b . .(3)

dI ‘b-sisb-si

Actually the existence of this discontinuity at %D~

depends upon positive curvature of the normal water
fractional flow curve between Si and Sb. If this

curvature is negative, then lower saturations in

S4”6 I = 0.1 P.V.INJECTED
a

.4 POLYMERZONE

-1.0 ~

& CONNATEWATERBANK .5 co

coA +
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

FIG. 4 — ANALYTICAL WATER SATURATION AND
POLYMER CONCENTRATION PROFILES FOR LINEAR

POLYMER FLOOD.

-L:- --,. .-.. . . ...-1 6-.v-, rhan ~~g~~~ ~~~~rac~~ns andLlllb Lcgi”’, L&a” L* LI=o.k. . . .

the shape of the connate water bank front is as

shown by the dashed line on Fig. 4. The distinction
between these two cases is largely immaterial

since Point c on the saturation profile travels with
velocity dxDc/dl =(df/dS)S=Sb , and this is a large

velocity resulting in very early breakthrough of
saturation Sb.

Water saturations greater than S= travel with
velocities given by

dxD

m) s =~)s r””””””””””(d)

where the derivatives d{/dS are taken from the

polymer water fractional flow curve. Eqs. 2 through
4 completely characterize the analytical water
saturation profile while Eq. 2 gives the position of
the polymer concentration profile front.

In accordance with Eqs. 2 and 3, the connate
water bank will break through at I = (Sb - Si)//b,
and the polymer front and associated saturation
discontinuity will break through at 1 = (Sa + b)//a.
Fig, 5 shows the oil recovery curve constructed
from Eqs. 2 through 4 and, for comparison, the
recovery curve for a normal waterflood as calculated
by the Buckley-Leverett method. 10

Fig. 6 shows the analytical saturation and
concentration profiles at 0.39 pv water injected for
a case where mobile water is initially present.
Initial water saturation is 0.4, indicated by Point i
on Fig. 3. For this illustration, the adsorption
factor b is 0.3. The frontal saturation Sa (see Fig.
6) is determined by drawing a tangent to the polymer

f 1 k~~a ~ p~fi~water rractiorial How rtirve or, .Fig. , . .

on the saturation axis located at S = -0.3. The
point of tangency is at Sa = 0.478, /= = 0.892. The
intersection of this tangent with the normal water
fractional flow curve gives the “strength” of the

oil bank formed ahead of the polymer front, i.e.,
Sb = 0.2s1 and /b = 0.634.

The sharp polymer front and the associated

saturation discontinuity ab travel at the velocity

.2-

.2 .4 .6 .6 1:0

P V WATFR lNl~CTED. . . . .... .. .. .... . ---

FIG, 5 — ANALYTICAL OIL RECOVERY CURVES FOR
LINEAR WATER AND POLYMER FLOODS.
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‘XD1 =
fa - fb fa

—. . . (5)
dISa-Sb=sa+b

This saturation discontinuity will break through at
x = L after in jetting 1 = (S= + b)//a pore volumes of

water. The leading edge of the oil bank, ic, travels
at the rate

‘XD2 = fi - fb

dI Si - Sb

and will break through after in jetting ( Si - Sb)/(/i

- /b) pore volumes.
Fig. 7 shows the analytically calculated oil

recovery curve for the polymer flood and, for
comparison, the recovery curve for a normal
waterflood. The abrupt change in slope of the oil
recovery curve reflects the breakthrough of the
oil bank.

Tiiis analytical method of calculation is a quick
and easy procedure to estimate the additional oil
recoverable by a linear polymer flood as a function
of oil viscosity, effective polymer water viscosity
and level of adsorption.

NUMERICAL S2MTJLATION OF
FIVE-SPOT POLYMER FLOODS

The numerical model described here simulates
linear or five-spot polymer floods in a single-sand
reservoir or in a stratified reservoir consisting of
several noncommunicating sands of varying thick-

—.. .
ness, permeability and porosity. L)lfterent reiative
permeability curves and initial water and gas
saturations may be used for each different sand
layer in the stratified case.

The model utilizes the “steamtube” approach
introduced by Higgins and Leigh ton.11 Each sand

layer of the reservoir is divid~d into a number of
tubes connecting the injector to the producer in 1/8
of a five-spot. Each tube is divided into a number

.39P.V.INJECTED

y.4 - ///// —
,~oyyll},4

I

~C/Co bk ./.!●

.2
4C

= AMAIYTICAL

● ● NUMERICAL

c/c(l
-1.0

- .5

x/1

FIG. 6 — COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND
NUMERICAL SATURATION AND CONCENTRATION

PROFILES FOR LINEAR POLYMER FLOOD.

MARCB, 1971

of equal-volume increments, and Eqs. la and 1b are
soived numerically for each tube. The total injection
rate is allocated among the tubes each time step in
accordance with the current conductance of the
tubes. These conductance vary from time step to
time step because of the different rates of
displacement among the tubes. The model calculates

and p-irits each tilme step the ~~ctivity in i3Pi3 /psi
pressure difference between In)ector and producer.
Polymer water viscosity is represented in the model
as a finction of concentration and shear rate.

The model has been programmed in FORTRAN IV
and requires about 20 seconds of UNIVAC 1108
time for 1 PV in jetted into a single-layer five-spot
divided into eight tubes (1/8 of a five-spot) and, 30
increments per tube. Derails of the model are given
in the Appendix. Here we simply describe it in
general and give some comparisons with analytical
solutions and experimental data to indicate the
model’s validity.

The model allows specification of an arbitrary
nolvm~~ hanb =;7.u -nA . . . . . . . . .r --, ... -- . ... ---- . . . . -SGWMUL= fOi &~~iSiiiii at
the trailing edge of the bank. Polymer adsorption is
assumed irreversible so that the leading edge of
the bank advances at a lower rate than the trailing
edge. This results eventually in a ‘‘breakdown” or

disappearance of the polymer bank. Dispersion
hastens this breakdown although it really just
smears the (feed) bank concentration at lower
levels over the distance traveled by the bank.

Several checks have been performed to test the
model’s validity. Ficst, the model was run wirh
initial water saturation of 100 percent to check its
calculation of injectivity index. Muskat 12 gives the
five-spot iormuia.

d
q = nkhAp/[p(ln ~ - .619) ] >(6)

k = md x 0.00633

h = sand thickness, ft

I LINEARF1OOOS a

.15
i ANALYTICAL— f

i

NUMERICAL~

.1
POLYMERFLOOO/

“o’=
1:0

;.V. W;TER I;JECTE;

7— ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL OIL
RECOVERY CURVES.
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Ap =

~=

d=

rw =

pressure drop from injector to producer,
psi

$1.,; rl y&Qs@r, Cp
L..A. .

distance from injector to nearest producer,
ft

wellbore radius, ft

The resistances of the tubes in the model are
calculated accounting for the varying tube

cross-sectional area from well to well. This
calculation results in exact agreement between
model injectivity (for the single-fluid case) and that
given by Eq. 6.

Since the model can be run for an arbitrary
number of tubes and layers, it was run for a single
tube to compare results with the analytical linear
polymer flood calculation. Fig. 6 compares tie
numerical results from the model with the analytical
“,.l.. *;A E;. 7 rmtnmares the numerically calculatedav. uu”rl. . .6. , -.-... r----

oil recovery curves (for water and polymer floods)
with the analytical ones. These figures show that
the individual tube numerical calculation is quite
accurate.

The model was run for a single-layer five-spot
with normal water injection to simulate the

laboratory five-spot floods performed by Douglas et

— LABORATORYDATA OIL-WATERVISCOSITYRATIO
~c MOO[l .J13

RESULTS/Z 0
8.41

141

.2 4 .6 .8 10 1.1 14 1,6 1.8 2.0 1.1 1.41.5

POREVOLUMESWATER INJECTED

FIG. 8 — COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL MODEL
RESULTS WITH LABORATORY FIVE-SPOT WATER-

FLOOD DATA. 5

I ?.V WAlfR INJECTED

.1 .4

x11

BANK SIZE = 0.2 P V

kDSORPTION b = 0.3

OISPtRSION = O

I =.56

I
b .8

FIG. 9 — ADSORPTION CAUSES POLYMER BANK
BREAKDOWN.
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al. 13 These four laboratory waterfloods were
performed for oil-water viscosity ratios varying from
0.083 to 754 — a range of nearly 10,000 in mobility
ratio. Fig. 8 compares the laboratory oii recovery
curves with those calculated by the numerical model.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the effects of adsorption
and dispersion on the calculated polymer bank

shape and breakdown. The linear flood results
shown were calculated by the numerical model using
the relative permeability curves of Fig. 2, a polymer
bank size of 0.2 PV oil viscosity of 34 cp, and an
adsorption level corresponding to b = 0.3. Polymer
water viscosity was represented as a linear function
of concentration, pw = 1 + 4C/~. For the case of
zero dispersion, Fig. 9 shows that the polymer

bank maintains its full feed concentration until the
sharp trailing edge catches up to the leading edge,
at which instant the bank disappears. Fig. 10 shows
LhaE di~pe~~ion causes a smearing of the trailing

edge resulting in a more gradual breakdown of rhe
polymer bank.

The effect of this trailing-edge dispersion on the

oil recovery curve for the linear flood is very little
— cumulative oil recoveries for the two runs at 0.6
PV injected were 0.296 for zero dispersion and
0.291 for dispersion = 0.3.” The effect of trailing-
edge dispersion on the calculated oil recovery for a
five-spot flood is equally negligible. Fig. 11 shows

*This dispersion factor (O. 3) is related to the normal dispersion
coefficient D as described in the Appendix.

P.V. WATER INJECIEO
! .,?! ! ,.,1

I o-
BANK SIZE = 0.2

ABSORPTION b = 0.3
.8-

DISPERSION = 0.3

.6-

.4-

.2-

.1 .4 .6 .8 1’

x/1

FIG. 10 — EFFECT OF DISPERSION ON POLYMER
SLUG PROFILE.

!“’i /---
A) .2

:1/-

BAIIK S12[ = 0.1S

a AOSORP.=b = 0.3

= ,1 — OISPERSIOti= O

w DISPERSION= 0.7

.2 ,4 .6 .B

P.V.WATER INJECTED

FIG. 1 I—EFFECT OF DISPERSION ON CALCULATED
FIVE-SPOT OIL RECOVERY CURVE.
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calculated oil recovery for a five-spot using a 15
percent PV polymer bank and an adsorption level of
b = 0.3. Calculated oil recovery at 1 PV injected
was 0.31 PV for zero dispersion and 0.307 PV for
dispersion = 0.7.

In these and other test runs, significant trailing-
edge dispersion was achieved in that concentration
and was smeared over many grid blocks behind the
leading edge of the slug. 1ss no case was this
dispersion found to significantly affect the oil
recovery curve. However, it should be noted that
polymer water viscosity was treated as a linear
function of concentration. Thus, qualitatively
speaking, the insensitivity of results to the
dispersion might reflect in part, the fact that half
the concentration smeared over twice rhe distance

(! will have about the same effect as full
concentration over distance f.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AND RESULTS

POLYMER VISCOSITY

Fig. 12 shows the effects of Kelzan M
concentration and shear-rate on polymer water
viscosity. The effect of shear rate was determined
by varying spindle speed on an LVT Brookfield
viscosimeter with the U.L. attachment. The
decrease in viscosity at high shear rates is
&~~ia~~e from, ~fi :-:-_ .: ..:-- .—. ——-1 —!-.lllJcx L1vlcy scassapolnt. It is
conceivable that polymers having strong friction
reducing properties might show higher in jectivities
than water alone.

POLYMER ADSORPTION

A general criticism directed at mobility control
agents has been their adsorption on reservoir rock.b
Data on a few specific types, misapplied to polymers
in general, has resulted in some confusion. Polymers
do adsorb, but the quantity varies widely from one

polymer to another. It is, therefore, necessary to
quantify adsorption for a specific polymer before its
flow behavior can be accurately predicted.

L NEMUR[NfNTS FROM lVT BROOKHILO

VISCOSIUETIR WITH U.L. A?lACIWMT

P
I , I I I

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.s

SHEARRATE,SEC-‘

FIG. 12 — EFFECTS OF SHEAR RATE AND CONCEN-
TRATION ON VISCOSITY OF KELZAN M POLYMER

WATER.

MARCH, 1971

A good technique for quantifying adsorption is to
flow the polymer solution through a brine-saturated
tube packed with a known amount of fresh adsorbent,

in this case reservoir sand. In the absence of
adsorption and dispersion, the effluent concentration
will rise from zero ro feed concentration at 1 PV
injected. Dispersion results in an earlier
breakthrough and a gradual rise from zero to feed
concentration after 1 PV injected. The O. 5C0
concentration will appear roughly at 1 PV injected.
Adsorption will shift the effluent profile to the

right and the O. 5C0 concentration will appear
roughly at 1 + b PV injected.

Such a test was performed with a solution of
Kelzan M at the concentration which was used in
the subsequent oil displacement experiments. The
sand pack employed was a 24- x 5-in. glass tube
packed with Simplots 135 Nevada sand. The
resulting effluent concentration curve shown in
Fig. 13 indicates an adsorption factor b of about
0.15. The specific adsorption of Kelzan M on the
Nevada sand is 0.0025 lb/cu ft PV.

The strong asymmetry in the effluent curve
indicates that a secondary factor, other than
adsorption, ten ds to remove polymer from solution.
This secondary effect could result from any one or
a combination of: (A) the filtration or mechanical

entrapment discussed by Gogarty,3 whereby
polymer clumps or aggregates are trapped by the
smaller pore restrictions in the model; (B) nonin-
stantaneous adsorption onto the sand; (C)
noninstantaneous diffusion of polymer into dead-end
or relatively stagnant pore space pockets. The most
plausible of those is Effect A.

TRAILING-EDGE DISPERSION

It is usually desirable to propel an injected
polymer bank with normal injection warer. The less
viscous injection water naturally tends to finger
into the polymer slug and smear the trailing edge of
the polymer band.

Data on dispersion of the 270-ppm Kelzan M
solution were obtained in a 1- x 48-in. cylindrical
model s irnilar to the one used for adsorption and oil
displacement studies. The added length served to
improve the accuracy of the data shown in Fig. 14.
The dashed curve shows how the breakout curve

l#Kc~B CMCIHTB1lW
..—. — .—. —. ,—. —,.

—

~-
Z 1.4
m H mm?mswK[lm ● ml

PI /

$N?MIS13SUIVAMSAUB

i~,* l@
=
0. POLYMERWATERINJECTED,POREVOLUMES

FIG. 13—BREAKOUT CURVE QUANTIFIES POLYMER
ADSORPTION.
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would appear with no dispersion. The skewed curve
actually obtained indicates the large infh~erice
dispersion can have in laboratory core tests. The
early breakthrough and exaggerated tailing out of

the back edge of the polymer solution indicates
that the sand pack may contain pores which are
by-passed when filled or blocked by polymer water.
This tailing was also observed and reported by
Gogarty.3

Three experimental mns with superficial
velocities ranging from 10 to 30 ft/D all gave
essentially the same effluent concenwation curve
shown in Fig. 14. This insensitivity to rate is a

characteristic of the normal dispersion or axial
mixing model employed to represent mixing in

miscible displacements. This dispersing model

includes a dispersion coefficient D (area/time)
which is linearly proportional to velocity at
velocities sufficiently larger than those where
molecular diffwsion dominates. 14 The difference Al
between 1009 and Jo. 1 (i. e., pore volumes injected
when the 0.9 and O. I CZGO concentrations,
respectively, appear in the effluent) for this
dispersion model is inversely proportional to the
square root of the disrance traveled, L, by the mean
concentration 0.5 C/CO. A rough scaling of the
effluent concentration profile

a field length of 1,000 ft then

‘l field = (1.65 -

= .0715

shown in Fig. 14 to
gives

.52)= r

. . . . . . . (7)

This estimate indicates that dispersion of the

trailing edge may be considerably less significant
in a field flood than in a laborato~ flood.

We emphasize that this field-scale dispersion
ievel is a rough estimate based on an assumed

applicability of the usual dispersion model (D
proportional to velocity). No evidence is available
or presented here to prove that the trailing edge

mixing caused by the adverse water-polymer water
viscosity ratio is actually described by this
dispersion model.

m
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WATERINJECTED,POREVOLUMES

FIG. 14 — INJECTION WATER DISPERSES POLYMER
BANK.

OIL DISPLACEMENT EXPERIMENTS

~ ~& .x ~$~.~fi. evlindrical ~be was packed withSZ-------
6,()()0-md Nevada sand, saturated wit~ brine and

driven to connate water saturation of 16.8 percent
by 34 cp oii. Siibseqtiefit b-; -m ;n;ertion resulted in. ...> ...,~----.. .

the (normal waterflood) oil recovery curve shown in

Fig. 15. Two polymer floods were then performed
on the same system, in both cases starting with the
initial connate water saturation. The floods were
run with a superficial velocity of about 1/8 ft/D.
Fig. 15 shows the oil recovev curves ‘btained

from these ~o polymer floods. Prior to the first

polymer flood, polymer had not contacted the sand
so that adsorption can be presumed active during

the flood. Tiie second fi(ssl(i =~~ ~..v..-----.~firme-rl US@

the same sand pack so that adsorption was minimal
or absent. The slightly higher recovery in flood No.

2 probably reflects this lesser adsorption.
The sand pack had rhree pressure taps, one in

the center and two 10-in. either side. The absolute
permeability of the core ( 100 percent water saturated)
was lowered by about 15 percent after Kelzan had

contacted the sand. However, the measured relative

permeabili~ to water at residual oil was reduced

by a factor of 3 after Kelzan had COntaCted ‘he
sand. This reduction was permanent in that It

persisted after flushing with a large volume of

normal water. The reduction in relative permeability
to polymer water at residual oil was the same

between Taps 1 and 2 and between Taps 2 and 3.
That is, there was no indication of plugging near

the inlet end of the sand pack. Pressure drop and
cl --- . . . --a .=1rements during flow of the 268-ppm1*UW ra.= . ---------------

Kelzan solution in a core containing no oil

indicated an effective viscosity OF 3 cp.
Contrary to expectation, analysis of the water

produced in the polymer floods showed all but the
first small increment to contain some polymer. The

concentration did remain quite low (less than 15

percent of feed) until a volume of water equal to all
the connate water plus about 0.12 PV had been

produced. This appearance of polymer in the first
water produced indicates a far less efficienr
displacement of the less viscous connate water

than reported by Brown 9 in his experiments where

injection water and connate water were of the same

.! .1 .3 .4 J J ~ J 9

P.V.WATERINIECTEO

FIG, 15 — EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED OIL
RECOVERY CURVES FOR LABORATORY WATER

AND POLYMER FLOODS.
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One possible explanation of this inefficient
displacement of connate water by the injected
polymer water is that it is simply a short-core
effect. That is, it is caused by normal mixing or
di~nersion at the !s~ding edge of the nnlum-f 4,-.*~------- l-=’-?---- ..-.~~.
If this is the case, then longer-core experiments
should show a greater tendency toward production

of a zero concentration connate water bank prior to
polymer water breakthrough.

A second, and we believe more probable,
explanation is that the hydrated poiymer molecules
are too large to pass some of the tight, connate

water-saturated pores. These colloidal particles
could physically block the smaller capillaries, thus
making displacement of the connate water very
difficult at best. The reduced relative permeability
at residual oil to polymer water as compared to
normal water gives some support to this argument.
This explanation is essentially in agreement with
the arguments of va~ious author~~ 5,8 in support of

their observed polymer solution nobilities which
were lower than expected from viscosity
measurements.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND

NUMERICAL MODEL RESULTS

The numerical model was run for the case of a
single tube to simulate the linear waterflood and
two polymer floods. The relative permeability
curves shown in Fig. 2 are one of a number of sets
measured for different mesh-size Nevada sands
having permeabilities ranging down to 300 md. As
stated above, these curves were provided by an oil

company. No alterations of the 6,000-md curves
were made to attempt to match the waterflood oil
recovery curve. Fig. 15 shows that the waterflood
oil recovery curve calculated by the numerical
model agrees well with the experimental data. This
indicates that the given relative permeability
curves are closely representative of the true curves
for the 6,000-red sand.

The circular and square points on Fig. 15 show
the numerically calculated oil recovery curves for
the two polymer floods with adsorption factor b
= 0.15 and O, respectively. A polymer water viscosity
of 3 cp and polymer water relative permeability
curve of 1/3, shown in Fig. 2, were used in the

calculations. The linear porrions af these two
calculated recovery curves reflect the formation,
high rate of travel, and production of the constant-
saturation connate water bank (Fig. 4) ahead of the

polymer front. Comparison with the experimental
recovery curves shows that the numerical model

predicts a considerably lower rate of production of
the additional oil obtained by the polymer injection.
The reason for this discrepancy is that the highly
mobile connate water bank did not form in the
---a.: -a”. -l (I.-A- Tk- -- . . . . . . . . . . . :__ -—-l-.-l..
=aps.m,cu LaL AI UULE.. A uc puiynla wia Ler mcomplccel y
displaced and mixed with this connate water.

If the connate water bank failed to form in the
experimental floods simply because of normal
dispersion in the ShQIt Core, hen tie ~umericaiiy
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calculated recovery cume should be more
representative of a field-scale linear polymer flood.
This follows from the fact that the mixed-zone
length caused by dispersion in field-scale lengths
~~ii ---------

rcpcs Cnt a much srnaiier percentage of
distance traveled than in the laboratory-scale flood.

If the absence of the connate water bank in the
laboratory floods reflects a polymer flood mechanism
or characteristic independent of scale, then the oil
recovery predicted by the numerical model is
cons ervative.

PREDICTION OF FIELD-SCALE
FIVE-SPOT POLYMER FLOOD

The numerical model was run to predict oil
recovery from a five-spot polymer flood in a
California viscous-oil reservoir. The relative
permeability curves used corresponded to a 5 lo-red
Nevada sand representative of that reservoir. Oil
viscosity was 34 cp, water viscosity 1 cp and

polymer water viscosity was represented by I +
2 C/CO. Feed concentration was 268-ppm Kelzan M
and an adsorption level corresponding to b = 0.15
was used. The relative permeability curve for
polymer water was taken as 1/3 the normal water
relative permeability curve. Initial connate water
saturation was 26.6percent.

Fig. 16 shows the numerically calculated oil
recovery for the three cases of 0.15, 0.3 and 0.5
PV polymer bank sizes. The numerically calculated
five-spot waterflood recovery curve is shown for
comparison. The calculated recoveries for the
waterflood and the 0.3 PV bank polymer flood after
injection of 1 PV are 0.257 and 0.366 PV oil,
respectively. These figures give 0.109 bbl
incremental oil from the polymer flood for 0.3 bbl of

polymer water injected, or 0.363 bbl oil per bbl of
polymer water. This represents about $8.35
incremental oil per $1.00 of polymer injected. This
figure is based on $3/bbl of oil and a polymer cost
of 13#/bbl of 270-ppm Kelzan solution. In addition,
the lower water-oil ratio during the polymer flood
will reduce water handling costs.

The calculated recoveries for the waterflood and

polymer flood after 0.5 PV injected are 0.21 and
0.27 PV oil, respectively. These recoveries yield

I Pv. SAM

.4

IF
.5
.3
.1!

POIVNIR FLOODg
.3

WATII FLQOBM

.1

5-SPOT FLOOD
.1 Aosmlmw =.15

.1 .4 .1 .1 I.1 1:2

P.V.WATERINJECTED

FIG. 16—CALCULATED OIL RECOVERY BY POLYMER
SLUG INJECTION.
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a figure of $4.60 incremental oil/$100 of polymer
injected.

Fig. 17 shows the sensitivity of the predicted oil
recovery from the polymer flood to the level of
adsorption.

Fig. 1.8 shows calculated five-spot injectivities
for the waterflood and polymer flood. While the
waterflood injectivity increases more rapidly in
early stages, the curves cross at 0.8 PV injected
and the polymer flood injectivity is considerably
higher after that point. The injectivity of 0.49
BPD/psi calculated by the model at the start of the
floods agrees exactly with Eq. 6 using the properties

510 md x 0.00633
34 Cp

14 in.

50 ft
330 x flft

#5,6146 Ap BP D/psi

CONCLUSIONS

Results of this experimental and numerical study
indicate the following:

1. Estimates of additional oil recovery by
five-spot polymer flooding in a California viscous-
oil reservoir are 0.2 and 0.363 bbl oil per bbl of

v-l-,, - ..-}.,~=r cmlttrion after jnjcction of27G-ppnl fic.L-” y“ , ‘...-. -“.-. . . .. -----
0.5 and 1 PV, respectively. These recoveries
correspond respectively to $4.60 and $8.35 of
additional oil per $1.00 of polymer injected.

2. Laboratory tests indicated that a 3-cp polymer
.

solution exhibited a ninefold reduction in mobility
at residual oil compared with normal water. This
i4UCti GP. i.nl PIO!?i!iC~, ~tr ~XC~SS Of that expected

from the viscosity effect alone, has been noted and
reported by various authors using other polymers.J* 5,8

3. Laboratory-oil displacement tests using 270-
ppm Kelzan solutions showed that a connate water
bank did not form in the 36-in. linear sand pack.

That is, polymer was present in the first water
produced.

4. An analytical method for solurion of the linear
polymer flood problem is presented. Complete

displacement of the connate water by the injected
polymer water is an assumption in this method.
This easily used method gives a quick estimate of
the additional oil recoverable by a line-drive polymer

.4

4’<
/ UPI1 POIWR [1000

/

o .2 .4 1.2

P.V.WAT;RllliCTE;’O

FIG. 17 — CALCULATED EFFECT OF ADSORPTION
ON OIL RECOVERY.
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flood and provides a check on accuracy of numerical
--J-1. (0:luuuc Aa e:~..la*; ,q ~f=., . . . . . . . . p!y.m.er flooding,

Application in cases where the assumption of
complete connate water displacement is not valid
will yield a conservative estimate of the rate of
rec every of the additional oil recoverable by
polymer flooding.

5. A numerical model is presented for simulation

of linear five-spot polymer flooding in single-layer
or stratified reservoirs. The model accounts for
effects of polymer slug size; adsorption (including

losses by mechanical entrapment); relative
permeability relationships; water viscosity
dependence upon concentration and shear rate;
reservoir heterogeneity through varying layer
properties of permeability, porosity, thickness and
relative permeability curves; initial level of water
saturation (connate or mobile); and initial gas
saturation. The model predicts the oil recovery

curve, WOR and injectivity index as functions of
pore volumes water injected. Checks against an
analytical five-spot injectivity formula, the
analytical linear polymer flood solution, and
laboratory five-spot waterflood data indicate
accuracy of the model. The model is based on the
assumption of complete connate water displacement
by the injected polymer water and will yield a
conservative estimate of oil recovery rate from a
poiymer fioori if that assiirnptiofi is itl%’~iid.

NOMENCLATURE

cross-sectional area of tube

chord slope of adsorption isotherm at feed
concentration (Fig. 1)

poiymer CiXiC~Kiti=tiOC, -o= e /vnltlT*..lC. --, .“..-. .-

adsorbed polymer concentration, mass/volume
pore space

concentration of injected polymer water

dispersion coefficient, area/time

fractional flow of water, Aw/(Aw + Ao)

pore volumes injected

absolute permeability

4

3

2

1

POIVilER F1OOO
BANK S12[ =.3 P.V.

WAIERFLOOO

r
I

!
I 1 I I I

.2 .4 .6 .6 1.0 1.2

POREVOLUMESINJECTED

18 — CALCULATED FIVE-SPOT INJECTIVITY
FOR WATERFLOOD AND POLYMER FLOOD.
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k, = relative permeability

L. = length of linear system

S = water saturation

Si = initial water saturation or S at Grid Point i

‘D = dimensionless distance

x = distance

t = time

u = volumetric velocity, vol/(area-time)

a = ~l/~%D

Aw = water mobility, k,w/pw

A. = oilnrobility, kro/po

A. AO+AW

p = viscosity

q5 = porosity
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APPENDIX

NUMERICAL MODEL FOR SIMULATION OF
FIVE-SPOT POLYMER FLOODS

Assumptions in this numerical model are:
A. No dispersion at the leading edge of the

polymer slug.
B. Complete displacement of connate water by

the injected polymer water.
C. Instantaneous and irreversible adsorption

(including mechanical entrapment) of polymer.
D. Isothermal flow of incompressible water and

oil.
E. Any initial mobile gas saturation is produced

ahead of oil.
F. Negligible effects of water-oil capillary

pressure.
Factors accounted for in the model are:

(a) dispersion of the traiiing edge of the polymer
S!lug ,

(b) displacement efficiency and areal sweep
efficiency,

(C) pOi~mer &d5Cipti0Ki, atld
(d) layered heterogeneity of the reservoir —

permeability, porosity, thickness, initial water and
gas saturations, relative permeability curves,

adsorption level can all vary among the layers.
Assumption A is a difficult one to either justify

or negate. On the one hand, polymer adsorption

according to the isotherm shape of Fig. 1 and the
favorable viscosity ratio of polymer water to normal
water act to produce a sharp polymer concentration
front. On the other hand, the polymer water-normal
water mobility ratio at the leading edge of the
polymer slug (Fig. 4) may be unfavorable. If the
“adsorption” is actually mostly or all mechanical

C3rrtiqrn.ertt, .Uh,er, ●Uh,e ~&Or ~~~paP ~sQrheg.m. rn.~y not

have the “front-sharpening” characteristic of

negative curvature shown in Fig. 1. Assumptions A
and B are to an extent related, since incomplete
displacement of connate water by the polymer water
will tend to dilute the polymer water at the
displacement front with subsequent mixing or
dispersion. We can say, however, that our laboratory

oil recovery curves indicate that Assumptions A
and B will yield a conservative estimate of the rate
of oil recovery in cases where the assumptions are
invalid.

We now proceed to describe the numerical model.

One-eighth of a five-spot is divided into NT tubes;
the tubes are defined by drawing straight lines from
the injector and the producer to the perpendicular
bisector of the right triangle representing the 1/8
five-spot. The angles kweert these ..ll. = --- -..1:--C .=, - all

equal. Higgins and Leightonl 1 proposed use of the
true streamtubes as determined from a potential
flow calculation for a unit mobility rario flood. We
find ~n=;grrificrint difference in predictions using. ..-. .. . . . . . .. .

the se simpler triangular tubes.
Elementary trigonometry gives cumulative volume

and cross-sectional area A of each tube as functions
of distance along its center line from the injector
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to the producer. Darcy’s law gives for any tube

q= -kAA~ . . . . . . . . .. (A-l)

where A is total mobility, Aw + Ao. Integration of
this equation from injector to producer (Xl to XL)
g~v~~

‘L
& = l\J dx (A- 2)

‘1
A(x) A(S)” ““ ““

We divide the tube into N equal-volume increments,
den~te them by index i = 1, 2,..., N, and approximate

the integral as

. . . . . (A-3)

Since cross-sectional area A is a linear function
of x within a given block, this gives

x-
JL ‘
‘1 A(x;: (S) ~

The term Ai is the value of total mobility evaluated
at S=Si and C=Ci. We denote the tubes by index

j=l, 2,..., NT. From Eqs. A-3 and A-4 the flow
rate qj through tube j is given by

qj =Ki Ap . . . . . . . . . . .. (A-5)
J

~~eieLp~~~re~sur~~rgpfrom injector to producer,

the same for all tubes, and

F

/
[1[

k.
N Lxi

..=
3 J z~

i=l i

in (Ai+~ /Ai-*) / ‘Ai+~ - Ai_+)]
. . . . . . . . . . . . .$. .(A-6)

For each time step, the injection rate into tube j
is then calculated as

.+liq, . . . . . . . .(A-7)

‘]
Z K.

j=l ]

where q is 1/8 the toul injection rate into the

82

five-spot is simply 8 ~ Kj.
j= 1

For water-oil flow in a tube of varying cross-

sectional area, the mass conservation Eq. 1 are

-q 2&= r$A~ . . . . . . . .. (A-8a)

ac
-q U& = $A[~ + ~] , . . .( A-8b)

where q is total volumetric flow rate, a constant

independent of distance along the tube. Constancy

of q is a consequence of the assumption of fluid
and rock incompressibility. Defining the new
variables of dimensionless distance (xD) and pore
volumes injected (~)

= $Jx
‘D

A fx) dx./V.-- ,.-, —.
‘1 t

I = qt/vt . . . . . (A-9)

we find that Eqs. A-8a and A-8b

_ af as (A-10a)
E==””””””””””

u

_afc=~+acS (A-10b)
~aI m-”””””

The term VT is total tube pore volume.
Eqs. A-10a and A-10b are replaced by the finite-

difference approximations

f. i=
l-l, n++ - ‘i, n+* =Ax

D

s.l,n+l - s.lln . . , , .(A.lla)
AI

f.
l-l, n+ljci-l,n - f.l,n+%ci ,n

AxD
=

(Se) - (Se)i,n+l i,n +
AI

c
si,n+l

-c
si,n , . . . . .(A-IIb)

AI

where index i denotes the grid blocks and n denotes

time, i.e., Ci,ti is the value of C in ~e i grid block
at time I = Iz. Eq, A-ha is solved first using the
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old concentration values
viscosity in the fractional
at Cn we have

c i,n to evaluate water

flow terms. For C fixed

f. I,n+% = f. + .5f: (sl,n i,n+l1.

- s.l,n ).

where /i’ is (d//dS) . Inserting Eq.
A-1 la and rearrangement gives

. . . . (A-12)

A-12 into Eq.

s = [Si, n (1 + .5f~a) +i,n+l

,. 4= \l/
t a ‘fj--l, n++- ‘i, n) ‘/

(1 + .5~f~) . . . . . . (A-13)

where a is Al/AxD and /i-l, ~+ih is known since

calculations of Si, ~+1 are performed from left to
right. r’ = 1, 2, 3, . . . . N. The term /’ is iterated to

th~ v“alue (ii, ~+l_/i, ~)/( Si, ~+ 1–Si, ~ ). The difference
representation (Eq. A-11a) is unconditionally stable.
Truncation error of the explicit form with n rather
than rz+]~ on the left-hand side of Eq. A-ha is less
than that of Eq. A-ha, but the stability condition
AI ~ AxD//’results.

After solution of Eq. A-1 la for Si, ~+1 (and /i, n+,A)
at all i, the concentration Eq. A-1 lb is solved. The
explicit form of this equation is used to take

advantage of the considerably lower truncation
error co-mDared with that of the implicit form. This.
truncation error contributes the num&ical dispersion
so often dominant in numerical attempts to solve
equations of type Eq. A-10b. At the trailing edge of
the polymer slug where we are concerned with
dispersion, the adsorption term is zero (Assumption
C) and Eq. A-llb gives

s.l,n+lci, n+l = s. c. +l,n l,n

a[f. c.
l-l, n+~ “ l-l, n -

f. c. 1l,n++l,n”””””-” . (A-14)

Numerical dispersion is eliminated entirelyin
solution of Eq. A-14 if the value of a is chosen as

c%= s i,njfi,n++, . . . . . . (A-I>)

in which case

c.l,n+l =

%. A ‘ ‘ ‘------n-14 DC=COII1eS

&f .l-l, n++ci-l, n/s. 1 ,n+l

. . . . . . . . . . . (A-16)

Eq. A-16 preserves an exactly sharp trailing edge
of the slug which is the true solution for the case
of zero dispersion. This elimination of numerical
dispersion is actually, of course, simply an. .
elimination of truncation error. The truncation error
in Eq.A-ha causing the numerical dispersion is a
difference of two positive terms while in the
implicit difference approximation to Eq. A-10b the
truncation error is a sum of two positive terms.
Selection of distance and time increments according
to Eq. A-15 results in exact cancellation of these
truncation error terms in the explicit difference
approximation.

The case of nonzero dispersion at the trailing
edge is simulated by simply using a values less
than given by Eq. A-15. The particular values used
for .h~D and Al can be quantitatively related to the
effective value of the dispersion coefficient D.
This relationship will be shown here for the
somewhat simpler equation

/PJ _ ac
‘x = 4)& . . ..17 )l7)

ax2

Defining 1 = ut/.Lq5 and xD = x/1.., and replacing
dC/dxD and dC/dl by finite difference forms from
Taylor’s series gives

& Cxx + ~(AI - AXD)CXX+

AI D(LC.—
2 Lu LU XXXX

- 2CXXX) -

c. - c. co
I-lrn =

- c.
l,n l,n+l l,n

AxD AI

. . . . . . . . (A-18)

where Cxx is dz C/dx~. Because of the normal

values of D/Lu (less than 1) and the lower values
of higher spatial derivatives, r-be value of
Lml>c -_*c
–i *XX) can be ignored as a first
2Lu Lu ‘x”
and good approximation. We then have that explicit

difference equation

C. - ci_~,n C.j, n+l - Ci, nl,n =
AXD AI

.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-19)

is actually a difference approximation to the Eq.
A-17, including dispersion for the case where

D—=~(AXn -AI). . . . . .. (A-20)r .-Lu u

As noted above in discussion of Eqs. A-14 through
A-16, if AXD is set equal to A1, we obtain an exact

solution to the equation - udC/dx = qMC/dt with
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zero numerical dispersion. Actual comparison of
solutions to Eq. A-19 using Al < AXD with analytical
solutions to Eq. A-17 using D values from Eq. A-20
showed very good agreement.

In a somewhat laborious fashion it can
that Eq. A-14 using

c%=(1 _- D)S
i,nifi,n+% “

be shown

. (A-21)

results in a solution of Eq. A- 10b with a dispersion
term Da2 C/ax2 present on the lefr-hand side and a
quantitative relationship beween the value of D
and the true dispersion coefficient D. The ‘‘disper-
sion” of 0.3 and 0.7 mentioned earlier in the paper
in connection with Figs. ~~ ~fi~ ~~ refers m the

value of D in Eq. A-21.An extrapolation procedure

is used to estimate /i, ~+i/z in order to calculate a
from Eq. A-21 at the start of the time step.

Boundary conditions for solution of Eqs. A-13
and A-14 are

f o,n = 1.0

c =
o,n an’”””’””””” . . (A-22)

where gn is a specified function of time n. For a

slug injection gn is feed concentration for O < n
< n ~ and () otherwise where 1

ml
is the slug size. For

a polymerflood initiated at some stage during a

waterflood, gn is feed concentration for nl < n < n2

and O otherwise where i
fl.1

is the time at the start

of polymer injection and I - i
nl W2

siug size.

● ☛☛
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